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The Baltic Sea- our the biggest
reservoir of water



It’s  a shallow sea  connected with North Sea. The area 
of the Baltic Sea along with Kattegat is approximately 
415,266 km². Without Kattegat the Baltic occupies 392 979 
km². Kattegat is strait between the Jutland Peninsula 
(Denmark) and the Scandinavian Peninsula (Sweden).
Coastal line of the Baltic is about 8,500 km long [2]. It is 
well developed and varied. Average salinity is 
approximately 7 ‰.
The level of Baltic’s water is higher than in the Atlantic 
Ocean and the North Sea. It results from its inland 
location.











Baltic’s water’s animals

There are 3 seal species in the Baltic Sea. Gray seal 
(Halichoerus grypus), common seal (Phoca vitulina) and ring 
seal (Phoca hispida).  All species are protecting. 

Porpoise (Phoceana phoceana). Sea mammal belonging to the 
Cetacea family of porpoises (Phocaenidae), inhabiting the 
coastal waters of the North Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, 
the Mediterranean Sea, the North Sea and the Baltic Sea.













Tourits on the Baltic
Many people spend their vacation or another longest 
breaks on the Baltic. Water in Baltic is cold, but when the 
sun shining it’s better. People like swimming in the sea 
with water’s toys. But most inetersting think, which we 
Can do on the Baltic is sailing bowl or for the interesting 
people is animal’s observation. We can spend time on 
the beautiful and wide beachs. In my opinion they’re 
more beautiful than foreigner’s beachs. People who live 
in sea’s cities always fishing. In a big percent it’s their 
job. Baltic and bays which are near are good place to 
water’s sports like kitesurfing.



How tourists spent time on the
Baltic Sea?
The most popular kind of entartaiment on the Baltic is 
swimming. People use a lot of water’s toys- animal’s toys like 
whales, sharks or dolphins. From the years the kitesurfing 
became more popular. 
A lot of people prefer  sunbathing or spent time active on the 
beach. It’s alternative for people which can’t swimming or on’t 
like water. We should remember that Baltic is dangerous sea 
too. We must be aware of waves, which often cause many 
tragedies.







Pucka Bay





Many people would spent vacation on the bay. I chose 
Pucka Bay, beacuse in my opinion it’s very climate and 
kind place. It’s on of the best place in Poland to 
kitesurfing, because the bay isn’t so deep. It’s quite 
shallow. Vacation on the Polish bays is the best idea for 
people which can’t swim or for families with childrens, 
which scare about waves in th Baltic sea. 

Many people rent out camping near the Pucka Bay and 
spent their time closer with nature than in hotels. 







Wisla- the longet Polish river
It flows throughout the country starting from the 
Silesian Beskid to the Gdańsk Bay. It has got its sources 
in slope in Barania Mountain.  Length 1047.5 km (with 
Black Wisełka, with White Wisełka - 1044.6 km), river 
basin area 194 424 km2. It flows in 6 voivodships.
Vistula waters at 56% of their run length are so heavily 
polluted that they do not fit in any class of cleanliness. 
Mainly pollutants are industrial effluents (brine mines 
from Upper Silesian Industrial District, discharges from 
chemical plants and others).



Wisla river in cities

ToruńTorun



Cracow



Warsaw



Tourism on the Wisla river
Many people live near the rivers ( for example-Wisla 
river).They often earn money by river. One of the most popular 
work with Wisla is fishing. People must spent a lot of time near 
the river, get up earlz to fishing the best fishes. After it they 
always sell them and earn money. 

Another tourism thing on the Wisla is canoeing. Tourits want  
to look for waterąs nature closer, so they rent out canoes and 
spent time on the Wisla during their breaks. 











Sea eye
The largest lake in the Tatras, located in the Fisherman's 
Valley at the foot of Mięguszowieckie Peaks, at the height of 
1395 m n.p.m.







Lakes

Turquoise LakeTourquise lake



Turquoise Lake - a lake on the island of Wolin, in the 
south of the village of Wapnica (municipality of 
Międzyzdroje)

Hańcza - a lake located in the East-Baltic Lake District. Its 
depth is 108.5 m [2] [3] (according to various studies it is 
106,1 m [1], 111,5 m or 113 m [4]), which makes it the 
deepest lake in Poland and All over the central part of 
the European Lowland



Hańcza Lake



Many people love lakes. They rent out campings and 
spent time. They make barbecoues. People swim in the 
lakes, because it is a good alternitive for sea. I have never 
spent time near the lakes, bacuse I would seaes. During 
the vacaion on the lakes , people have got a big contact 
with nature, like insects, which are alwazs the problem. 
A lot of people fishing in the lakes too. It has got a 
similar meaning like fishing in the rivers. 
Tourist like rent out the sailboats. It is a good active 
sport, which make us happy.











There are not all the water 
reservoir. I have chosen 
them, because I like them 
the most. I hope  that you 
will visit that places
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